Rational protein design: developing next-generation biological therapeutics and nanobiotechnological tools.
Proteins are the most functionally diverse macromolecules observed in nature, participating in a broad array of catalytic, biosensing, transport, scaffolding, and regulatory functions. Fittingly, proteins have become one of the most promising nanobiotechnological tools to date, and through the use of recombinant DNA and other laboratory methods we have produced a vast number of biological therapeutics derived from human genes. Our emerging ability to rationally design proteins (e.g., via computational methods) holds the promise of significantly expanding the number and diversity of protein therapies and has opened the gateway to realizing true and uncompromised personalized medicine. In the last decade computational protein design has been transformed from a set of fundamental strategies to stringently test our understanding of the protein structure-function relationship, to practical tools for developing useful biological processes, nano-devices, and novel therapeutics. As protein design strategies improve (i.e., in terms of accuracy and efficiency) clinicians will be able to leverage individual genetic data and biological metrics to develop and deliver personalized protein therapeutics with minimal delay.